Introduction to Meteorology and You

Here are a few questions to let you introduce yourself and help our communication during classes. So seat back, relax and enjoy our journey together 😊

1. My name is:

2. My major is (will be) in (ex. Geography, Physics, Arts, Biology, etc..)

3. My goals to earn a degree at UCSB are...

4. I decided to enroll in Geography 110 because...

5. My major interest(s) in this course is (are)....

6. This is what motivates me in classes (any classes):

7. This is what I really dislike in classes:

8. In class I ................ (never, always, eventually) take notes.

9. In class I ................... (never, frequently, eventually) ask questions

10. In class I ................... (like, dislike, don’t mind) to participate in discussing groups.

11. This is how I like to study (please explain how you usually study outside classes, if you like to study with colleagues, alone, with music, writing, reading only, talking loud, etc...)

12. This is what I expect from this course....

13. In a few words, this is who I am (optional)....

Access to lectures and syllabus: www.icess.ucsb.edu/clivac/teaching1.htm